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PRODUCT INTEGRALS  AND  EXPONENTIALS
IN  COMMUTATIVE BANACH ALGEBRAS

JON   C.   HELTON

Abstract. Functions are from R x R to X, where 7? represents

the real numbers and X represents a commutative Banach algebra

with identity element. The function GeOC° on [a, b] only if

aW 0 +6) ex'sts al?d is not zero and there exists a subdivision D

of [a, b] and a number B such that if J is a refinement of D, then

Oj (1+G)]-1 exists and |[TJj (1 +G)H<B. If \G\< 1 on [a, 6],
then each of the following consists of two equivalent statements :

A. (1) G G OC on [a, b], and (2) )b ln(l +G) exists. B. (1) G G OC

on [fl,6] and j"» |1-H7-FT 0+6)1=0, and (2) fj¡ |ln(l + G)-
fln(l+G)|=0. Further, if ß>0, \G\<l-ß on [a, b], each of

G(p,p+), G(p~,p), G(p+,p+) and G(p~,p~) exist for/>G [a, ¿>],

J * \G2 — j G1] =0 and G2 has bounded variation on [a, b], then each

of the following consists of two equivalent statements: C. (1) G G

OC on [a, b], and (2) _f£G exists. D. (1) GgOC° on [a, b] and

j£|l+G-n(i+G)l=0,and(2)f*|G-JG|=0.

In two recent papers relationships between product integrals and

exponentials are investigated for real valued functions. W. P. Davis and

J. A. Chatfield [1, Theorem 3, p. 744] show that, if JJ G2 = 0, then SI G
exists if and only if aY]" (1+G) exists and is not zero. Furthermore,

aYl" (1 + G) = exp Tg.
Ja

The author [4, Theorem 5] shows that, if ß>0, |G|<1— ß on [a, b] and

Sa G2 exists, then fj G exists if and only if aTJb (1+G) exists and is not

zero. Furthermore,

an6(l+G) = exp|ln(l + G).
Ja

We extend these results to functions with values in a commutative Banach

algebra with identity element.
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Let A' be a Banach algebra with identity element. Thus,

(1) Xis a complete normed linear space with real or complex scalars,

(2) X is a linear associative algebra with unit 1, and

(3) if x, yeX, then |x_v| = |x| |_y| and |1| = 1.

Further, if x e X and \x— 11< 1, then

(1) x"1 exists and is 2"=o (1— x)n, and

(2) lx-^tl-11-xl]-1.
Exponential and logarithmic functions are defined by the equations

(1) exp(x)= 2£Lo *"/«! for x e X, and

(2) ln(x) = 2"=i(-l)"-1(^-l)"/"forxeZand|x-l|<l.

These functions are continuous in their domains of definition, and

(1) exp[ln(x)]=x if |x-l|<l,and

(2) ln[exp(x)]=xif |x-l|<ln2.

In addition, if xy—yx, then

(1) [exp(x)][exp(y)]=exp(x+y), and

(2) ln(xy) = ln(*) + lnO0.
If \x— 11< 1, |y— 11< 1, xy=yx and z=xy, then (2) is used to define ln(z).

Consult P. R. Masani [7, pp. 151-152] for additional details and back-

ground. Note that X is not the same as the ring N considered by J. S.

MacNerney [6, p. 150] and B. W. Helton [2, pp. 298-299].
All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement type, R

denotes the set of all real numbers, and functions are Z-valued and under-

stood to be defined only on {x, y} in R x R such that x<y. The statements

that G is bounded, G e OB°, G e OP° and G eOU° on [a, b] mean there

exists a subdivision D of [a, b] and a number B such that if J={xq}l is a

refinement of D, then

(1) \G(u)\<B for ueJ(I),

(2) 2juAG\<B,
(3) iní (l+Gg)\<B for l^i^j^n, and
(4) lITHI+G,)]-1 exists and {[JYi (l+G^KB for l^i^j^n,

respectively, where Gq=G(xq_x, xq) and J(I) = {[xq_x, xq]}t

Similarly, statements of the form G>b should be interpreted in terms

of subdivisions and refinements. Further, G e OC° on [a, b] only if

(1) Jfl" (1+G) exists and is not zero, and

(2) there exists a subdivision D of [a, b] and a number B such that if/

is a refinement of D, then ffljm 0 + G)]"1 exists and | [\~\J{I) (1+G)]-1] <B.
Also,

(1) G e OA° on [a, b] only iff* G exists and ft |G-jG|=0,
(2) G e OM° on [a, b] only if J]» (1+G) exists for a<=x<y^b and

Pa |l+G-n(l+G)|=0, and
(3) G £ OL° on [a, b] only if lima!_J,+ G(p, x), lim^j,-G(x,p),

lim^._„_>,+ G(x, j) and lima.iï_J)- G(x, j) exist forp e [a, b].
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The statement that the sequence of functions {Sn}i converges uniformly

to a function S on [a, b] means if e >0 then there exists a subdivision D of

[a, b] and a positive integer N such that if/ is a refinement of D, u eJ(I)

and n>N, then \Sn(u)-S(u)\<e. See B. W. Helton [2] for more details.

Theorem 1. Suppose X is commutative. If G is a function from RxR to

X such that |G|<1 on [a, b], then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) GeOC° on [a,b],and

(2) SUn(l+G) exists.
Furthermore, „FT6 (1+G)=exp J* ln(l+G).

Theorem 1 follows from the continuity of the exponential and logarith-

mic functions.

Lemma 1. If G is a function from RxR to X such that |G|<1 on [a, b]

and G e OC° on [a, b], then G e OP° and OU° on [a, b].

Lemma 1 follows by the same argument as used in a previous result of

the author [5, Theorem 2] since |G|< 1 implies that G is bounded and that

the necessary inverses exist.

Theorem 2. Suppose X is commutative. If G is a function from RxR to

X such that |G|<1 on [a, b], then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) G G OC° and OM° on [a, b], and

(2) ln(l+G)eOA° on [a, b].

Furthermore, JJ" (1+G)=exp St ln(l+G).

Proof. (1)-K2) It follows from Theorem 1 that fJln(l+G) exists.

Hence, it is only necessary to show that

f   ln(l + G) - fln(l + G) = 0.

Note that G g OP0 and OU° on [a, b] [Lemma 1]. Let e>0. There exists a

subdivision D of [a, b] and a number B such that if J={xQ}l is a refinement

of D and Ja is a subdivision of [xa_lf xa] for l^^n, then

(1) |[Urd+GAV'KB for l<r£s<n,
(2) \l + Iti(-iy-1{[l+Gg][njam (l+GÏÏ-'-iy-'liKB for l<q£

n,

(3) |[l+Ga]tnJo(/) (l+Gjj^-lKl for l<q<», and

(4) IU \l+GQ-Uj.m (l+G)\<e/2B2.
Let J={xQ}o be a refinement of D. For 1 ̂ q^n, let Jq be a subdivision of

[xa_i, xa] such that

2 ln(l + G) - p ln(l + G)
Jq(I) JXq-l

< e/2n.
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Thus,
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2 In(l + Gq)
¡"Xa

-        In
JXq-l

(1+G)

$2 In [l + GJ 11(1 + G)T fri(l + G)]) - 2 ln(l + G)
■JqU)

+ 22 ln(l + G) -        In.
8=1   Ja(I) "xa-\

t-J,(/)

1 + G)

JM)

<2 In [l + GJ ri(i + G)
■Jq(I)

+ n(e/2n)

«=i
n

í2

Ti OU i _

=2 2(-inti + G«] ri(i + g) 1      i

[i + Gj ri(i + G) -i
-jqa)

oo í r _

l+2(-lH[l + Ga]   lid + G)

= *2«=i[1 + GJ 11(1 + G)

J,W

i-i

- 1

+ e/2

+ £/2

-./<,</>

- 1 + e/2

= b2 i + Ga-ri(i + G) ri(i + G)
^„(/)

= b22 í + G.-na + G)
9=1 J,(I)

< B\e/2B2) + e/2 = c.

+ e/2

+ £/2

Therefore, ln(l +G) e OA° on [a, ô].

Proof. (2)->(l) It follows from Theorem 1 that

(1) GeOC°on [a, b],

(2) JlMl+G)existsfora=x<y=6,andonp (1+G) = expf£ In (1+G).
Hence, it is only necessary to show that

f i + g - n (i + g)
Ja

= 0.

Let e>0. Lemma 1 implies that G e OP° and OU° on [a, b]. There exists a

subdivision D of [a, b] and a number B such that if J={xq}o is a refinement

of D and Jq is a subdivision of [xq_x, xq] for 1 _^_n, then

(1) |rir(l+G9)|<5forl=/-=i=«,

(2) lil+GjrTLr m (l + G^-lKl for l^q^n,
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(3) ttPA-^KB for \<q^n, where

159

f„ = i + 2 ( - i)1-1 m + <y n (1 + G)
■JAI)

-1 1 ¿-1

il        It,

and

(4) 2Li |ln(l+G0)-2^(7) ln(l+G)|<e/252.
Let/={x0}S be a refinement of D. Further, for 1 ̂ q^n, let/a be a sub-

division of [xQ_i, xa] such that

na + Gj-^jnha + G)
jad

< e/2n.

0=1

Thus,

2|i+G9-_a„_1n*«(i+G)

n

<I
3=1

ÍÍ Î [1 + G8]
9 = 1

^ßj [1 + G,]
0=1

^ B J ([1 + GJ

1 + G« - Il (1 + G) + n(e/2n)
Jo(7)

11(1 + G)
■7<,<7)

- 1 na + g)
•/a(7)

+ e/2

0=1

ri(i + G)
Lj<,<7)

ri(i + g)

+ e/2

■■7<,(7)

-1W

<ß22 ît-ir1 [î + Gj na + G)
-J»(7)

+ e/2-1   //

= ß22
0=1

n [1 + GJ na + G)
LJ(,(7)

= B22 ln[l +G,]-nin(l + G)
J»(7)

+ e/2

+ e/2

< B2(e/2B2) + e/2 = e.

Therefore, G g O«0 on [a, b].

Lemma 2.   //"G is a function from RxR to X, G e OB° on [a, b], {Sn}i

is a sequence of functions from RxR to X converging uniformly to a bounded

function Son [a, b]andSnG e OA°on [a, b]forn=l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,thenSG e OA°

on [a, b], lim^ œ j£ SnG exists and J£ 5G=lim„^ M J* SnG.

The proof of Lemma 2 is straightforward and, therefore, we omit it.
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Lemma 3. If H and G are functions from RxRto X, H e 0L° on [a, b]

and G e OA° and OB° on [a, b], then HG e OA° and OM° on [a, b] [3,

Theorem 2, p. 494].

Lemma 4. If ß>0 and G is a function from RxRtoX such that |G|<

1 -ß on [a, b],Ge OL° on [a, b] and G2 e OA° and OB° on [a, b], then

00

2(-i)""1G7«
n=2

¿5 in 0A° on [a,b].

Proof.    Since G e OL° on [a, b],

jr(_ir-i(G«-2)/n
n=2

is in OL° on [a, b] for />=2, 3, 4, • • •. Thus,

f(-l)n~\Gn-2)ln
■n=2

is in OA° on [a, b] for/>=2, 3, 4, • • • [Lemma 3]. Therefore, since

JJ(_l)«-»(G»->)
converges uniformly to

2(-xT-\G«-2)ln
n=2

on [a, b], it follows from Lemma 2 that

2(-l)n~1(Gn-2)/n  G2 = 2(-l)n_1G7n
-n=2 -I n=2

is in OA° on [a, b].

We note that a similar justification of Lemma 4 for real valued functions

is contained in the proof of Theorem 5 (1—>-2) of a previous paper by the

author [4].

Theorem 3. Suppose X is commutative. If ß~>0 and G is a function from

RxRto Xsuch that \G\<\-ß on [a, b], G e 0L° on [a, b] and G2 e OA°

and OB° on [a, b], then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) GeOC°on [a,b],and

(2) ft G exists.
Furthermore, JJ» (1 + G)=exp f£ ln(l+G).

jp=2
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Proof.    It follows from Lemma 4 that

j    CO

2(-l)""1G'7n

exists. Hence, if (1) is true, then J„ G exists since Theorem 1 implies that

pb ¡"b oo

ln(l + G)=     2(-1)""1G>
•la Ja n=l

exists. Also, if (2) is true, then Theorem 1 implies that (1) is true since

/*b   oo /*&

2(-1)""1G7n =    ln(l + G)
*l a n=l *> a

exists. In addition, Theorem 1 also implies that

rb
aYlb (1 + G) = exp    ln(l + G).

Ja

Theorem 4. Suppose X is commutative. Ifß>0 and G is a function from

RxRtoXsuchthat\G\<l-ßon [a, b], G e 0L°on [a, b]andG2 e 0A°and

0B° on [a, b], then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) G G 0C° and 0M° on [a, b], and

(2) GeOA° on [a, b].

Furthermore, aT\b (1+G)=exp St In (1+G).

Proof.    It follows from Lemma 4 that

00

2(-ir-xG>
n=2

is in CM0 on [a, b]. Hence, if (1) is true, then G e OA° on [a, b] since

Theorem 2 implies that
GO

ln(l + G) = 2(-1)"_1G>
n=2

is in 0A° on [a, b]. Also, if (2) is true, then Theorem 2 implies that (1) is

true since

^(-l)n-1Gnln -tail + G)
n=l

is in OA° on [a, b]. In addition, Theorem 2 also implies that

HP (1 + G) = exp fln(l + G).
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